Introduction
Verbs are especially interesting when it comes to the study of word meanings because they are -arguably the most important lexical and syntactic category of a language […] provid [ing] the relational and semantic framework for [the] sentence‖ [Fellbaum 1990: 278] . Since speakers have a lot of complex syntactic and semantic information about verbs stored in their mental lexicons, Fellbaum [1990: 278] claims that this is the lexical category which is the most difficult to study. Pickering and Frisson are of the same opinion and declare that -in English, verbs are psychologically more complex and therefore more difficult to process than nouns‖ [2001: 557] . The difficulties are further enhanced by the polysemous nature of many verbs. According to Fellbaum [1990: 278] , verbs have on average 2.11 usages as compared to 1.74 for nouns. In part, this is so because -a noun typically forces a collocate adjective, verb, or preposition to adjust its meaning so that it becomes compatible with that of the noun‖ [Alm-Arvius 2007: 50] . Pickering and Frisson [2001: 557] note that in interpretations, verbs are more -malleable‖ than nouns and therefore more central to the semantic cohesiveness of a sentence. Thus, whereas the meaning of a noun is relatively stable no matter which verb it cooccurs with, a verb is more likely to have its meaning affected by the presence of a certain noun.
The importance of studying language actually produced by people is emphasised by, for example, Sinclair who states that -human intuition about language is highly specific, and not at all a good guide to what actually happens when the same people actually use the language‖ [1991: 4] . Kemmer and Barlow [2000: xv] stress the importance of usage-based analyses, that is, analyses of data retrieved from corpora, and maintain that the linguist's primary object of study should be language in use. Using corpus data for linguistic analyses has several advantages compared to other approaches, such as the use of elicited or introspective data. Gries and Divjak list the following advantages: corpora provide many instances rather than a few isolated judgments corpora provide data from natural settings rather than ‗armchair' judgments or responses that potentially reflect experimentally-induced biases corpora provide co-occurrence data of many different kinds corpora allow for bottom-up identification of relevant distinctions as well as for a more comprehensive description than is typically provided [Gries & Divjak 2009: 60] Corpora have become important tools for linguistic analysis. The approach adopted here is thus in line with the most recent developments within the field.
Aim and scope
By means of a lexico-semantic analysis, the aim of this paper is to provide a clearer picture of how the English verb grasp is used in actual language production. Specific questions that are addressed are:
To what extent is the verb used as a mental verb? What other usages 2 does the verb display?
What is the relative frequency of different usages for the verb?
In answering these questions, the current work adds new and valuable information about the character and use of grasp. It has been noted [Hanks 1996: 80] that the imbalance between different usages of a word, which is clearly noticeable in a corpus analysis, is not mentioned in dictionaries where the rarest usage is given the same weight as the most frequent one. Furthermore, in their study of crawl Fillmore and Atkins [2000: 95] find that many of the frequently occurring usages found in the corpus do not have a corresponding definition in any of the six dictionaries surveyed. Observations in line with those recorded by Hanks and by Fillmore and Atkins are made in the research presented here as well. The analysis of the data thereby supplements the information about the verb already existing.
Method and material
To establish how the verb is used the British National Corpus (BNC) was searched. This corpus, which was compiled between 1991 and 1994, is one of the largest language corpora presently available to the general public, containing approximately 100 million words, from both spoken (10%) and written (90%) British English, the latter representing a wide variety of text genres. The BNC is surpassed in size only by Collins Cobuild's Bank of English currently containing 524 million words and the recently launched 360 million word BYU Corpus of American English. The advantage of using the BNC is that it is fixed and stable. It is thus possible to search for and retrieve exactly the same material even after a lapse of several years. Still, not even a corpus of the size of the BNC can be exhaustive. It only represents the language produced during a specific period of time and it might be biased towards one specific register. In the case of the BNC, for example, it is possible that the predominance of written language in the corpus may influence the results achieved. As observed by Roland and Jurafsky [1998, 2002] , there is much variation between corpora as regards the frequencies of usages as well as which usages are found. It should also be remembered that even if a corpus does not contain any evidence of, for example, a certain verb usage, this can only be taken as an indication that the usage is rare, not as proof that it does not exist. Bearing these limitations in mind, using the BNC nevertheless provides a comprehensive and varied working material.
The data retrieved from the BNC is analysed as regards different usages as well as regards the semantic roles that occur together with the verb. Semantic roles are a complex matter and the analysis reveals that the various usages of the verb demand a variety of semantic roles to correctly label the participants. A full specification of all the semantic roles encountered in the analysis would be detrimental to a clear overview of the results. Therefore, the terms grasper and graspee are used throughout the analysis to facilitate presentation and discussion of the results. The term grasper refers to the noun phrases constituting the syntactic subjects of active sentences as well as agents of passive sentences, whereas graspee refers to all the clause elements that are directly affected by the action expressed by the verb. These elements are most commonly the direct objects of active sentences and the syntactic subjects of passive sentences. The two terms are thus used as shorthand to cover all the major semantic roles in which these clause elements can appear depending on in what way they are semantically involved in the action, process, state or event denoted by the verb. The survey of graspers and graspees is made because the interpretation of a verb is to a very large extent dependent on its arguments. This is also the outcome of psycholinguistic experiments on the interpretation of polysemous verbs [Gibbs & Matlock 1999] . Direct objects, in particular, are generally of homonymy and polysemy respectively [Klein & Murphy 2001: 259] , and following Sandra and Rice [1995] , the more neutral term usage will be used in the analysis to denote the different ways in which grasp can be interpreted.
decisive importance for how a verb is interpreted [Ide & Véronis 1998: 20; Pickering & Frisson 2001: 557] . Furthermore, an analysis of the graspees could also reveal semantic patterns that might otherwise remain undetected.
In the analysis, frequencies for verb usages as well as for graspers and graspees are presented in the form of tables comprising main categories and subcategories. The basic criteria used to identify the different categories were whether or not a concrete action was described and, if not, whether or not the verb was used within the mental domain. The nature of the graspee was of decisive importance in assigning instances of the verb to one category or the other. For verb usages, this resulted in the three main categories physical, non-physical (other than mental) and mental usages. To establish the earliest attested records for each of these main categories the Oxford English Dictionary (OED) was consulted. In the presentation of example sentences the original source is referred to in the following order: author, title, year of publication and genre. The genres are the ones used in the BNC and they are here referred to with the abbreviations SP (= spoken language), AC (= academic writing), NEWS (= newspaper article), FIC (= fiction) and MISC (= miscellaneous other categories of written language).
Grasp
The data shows that physical grasping is strongly associated with the use of hands or fingers. Furthermore, grasp is the textbook example of how physical verbs extend into the mental domain. The analysis shows that the verb is used within the mental domain to a great extent. Mental usages are predominant in the data and account for almost half of the material. The results of the analysis further demonstrate that in certain contexts the interpretation of grasp differs quite considerably from the definitions usually provided in dictionaries.
Grasp in the OED
The earliest attested record in the OED for each of the main usage groups physical, nonphysical and mental grasping is:
to make clutches with the hand (1382) NON-PHYSICAL: to seize and hold firmly with the hand (figurative or in immaterial sense)
MENTAL: to lay hold of with the mind; to become completely cognizant of or acquainted with; to comprehend (1680)
There are thus attested instances of physical usages a little more than two hundred years earlier than for any non-physical usage. Extended usages of grasp as a mental verb are first attested approximately one hundred years later.
Grasp in the BNC

Usages of grasp
The material retrieved from the BNC contains 1,505 instances of grasp, grasps, grasping and grasped. The analysis shows that grasp is a verb of instantaneity. The usages attested in the data are more or less variations on the same theme: one clutches at, seizes or holds firmly with one's hands, fingers or arms. The only exception to this is, of course, mental grasping where one's mind is used instead of one's hands. However, the analysis of the data retrieved from the BNC shows that there are more aspects of grasp than these. Even though physical grasping of a concrete entity emerged much earlier than any other usage, it is not the one with the greatest number of occurrences in the data: physical grasping accounts for no more than 558 examples (a little more than 37% of the material as a whole). One reason why physical grasping appears relatively rarely could be that grasp in physical usages has to compete with other verbs that can be used in similar contexts, for example, take hold of, seize, grab and grip. Interpreted as ‗grasp and hold', grip is almost twice as frequent as grasp in the BNC, whereas grab is four times as common. Take hold of and seize occur slightly less frequently. 3 In sentences with mental grasping, on the other hand, grasp cannot be as easily substituted by another verb, except for understand.
The analysis of grasp indicates that there are aspects of the physical act that are part of non-physical usages as well. ‗Grasp and hold' seems to be a potential candidate for a core feature central to the semantics of grasp. Biber, Johansson, Leech, Conrad and Finegan [1999: 361] observe that for verbs with more than one usage it sometimes happens that the verb more commonly appears in usages lacking such a central feature. They refer to this as -as non-core sense‖ [1999: 361] which people tend not to mention first when asked to define a word. In his study of the abstract noun time, Evans [2004] comes to the conclusion that the word's different usages are organised around -a sanctioning sense‖ [2004: 80] The examples of physical grasping are all concerned with grasping with one's hands, fingers or arms (or with a body part of an animal used in the same way) and holding the entity in a firm grasp, as exemplified in sentences (1) and (2): (1) Its end is both sticky and muscular so that a toad can use it first to grasp a worm or a slug and then to carry it bodily back to the mouth. [Attenborough, D., Life on earth, 1988, MISC] (2) Suddenly she was grasped from behind and the sky swam all around her […] [Fox, N., Love or nothing, 1993, FIC] Most commonly, the body part used is the hands: almost 90% of the instances referring to physical grasping involve the use of hands. In the BNC, physical grasping always relates to an instantaneous action, to a situation describing temporary acquisition: there is no intention of keeping the entity grasped, only to establish an amount of control. This is characteristic of what Levin [1993] calls ‗hold verbs', a category in which she includes grasp. Hold verbs -describe prolonged contact with an entity, but they do not describe a change of possession or a change of location‖ [Levin 1993: 145] . The grasper grasps someone or something and only retains her or his hold for a (usually) short period of time.
2.2.1.2. Non-physical grasping other than mental Non-physical grasping accounts for just below 15% of the data and is thus the least frequent usage group. It is here exemplified by sentence (3): (3) […] and it will marvel at the failure of countries and their leaders to grasp the opportunities for progress. [Hansard extracts 1991 -1992 Most examples with an abstract entity as the graspee involve the grasping of an opportunity and the like, as exemplified by (3). There are seventy examples of this sort and the phrase grasp the opportunity/chance could thus be regarded as a fairly common collocation. This fact is also acknowledged in many dictionaries where the phrase is often included under the entry of grasp. Using an opportunity for one's own benefit usually means acting quickly since the chance might not be repeated. The collocation is motivated by the instantaneous character of grasp.
The data on non-physical grasping also contains examples of idiomatic expressions. The vast majority (sixty tokens) involves the idiom to grasp the nettle ‗to deal with a difficulty in a decisive way': What kind of -nettle‖ is to be grasped is sometimes specified attributively, the legal nettle, the management nettle, and sometimes in a following of-construction, the nettle of recession, the nettle of a common agricultural policy. There are examples in the data that indicate that there appears to be some confusion among language users as to the construction of this idiom, as illustrated in sentence (5): (5) We all would, but the question is is John Major the man to grasp that mettle? [Bill Heine radio phone-in, date unknown, SP] It seems here as if the two idioms to grasp the nettle and to show/prove one's mettle have been mixed. This is probably due to the similarities in spelling and pronunciation of nettle and mettle and also to the similarity between the meanings of the idioms, ‗to deal with a difficulty in a decisive way' and ‗to show that one has the ability to deal with a difficult situation', respectively. 4 The usages of grasp discussed so far can all be regarded as rather conventionalised, that is, they are entrenched in the minds of language users and thereby cognitively routinised. There are, however, examples in the data where the context indicates that grasp must be given an interpretation that differs quite substantially from those mentioned above. Still, these examples retain traces of the physical act and the extensions from a physical usage are in that way motivated. In some of the examples, it is possible to interpret grasp as ‗comprise', or possibly as ‗catch': (6) […] because public choice theory narrowly defines bureaucratic behaviour in terms of budget or staff maximization, it fails to grasp more important aspects of bureaucratic rationality -such as the desire to avoid conflict from troublesome staff at lower levels and interference from councillors. Depending on the context, physical grasping can be interpreted as ‗embrace', that is, grasping and encircling with one's arms. Sentence (6) can be seen as an example of an extension from this usage, an extension that is motivated by the perceived similarity between a human grasper embracing someone/something so as to almost make them/it a part of her-/himself and an abstract grasper comprising something, where indeed the graspee is made part of the grasper. An interpretation within the mental domain would not possible, however, due to the abstract nature of the grasper, tpublic choice theory.
There are other examples where the context suggests that the closest interpretation of grasp is ‗describe': (7) Yet, despite this intimacy, the fact that they exist as a couple with a unique value in each other's eyes (a point marvellously grasped in Donne's love-poetry), they remain separate, even when man and woman strive to overcome the fundamental dualism of life. [Vickers, B., Returning to Shakespeare, 1989, AC] Here, too, the non-physical use of grasp must be regarded as an extension from physical grasping. The verb capture is probably a more established metaphor for describe than grasp.
5
In sentences such as (7), the use of grasp might be explained by the semantic similarities that exist between grasp and capture.
Yet another possible interpretation of grasp is illustrated in (8):
(8) Hygienists spoke of the need to grasp the actual moment when the nerve centres of life were poisoned through hereditary influence or degenerate living.
[Mort, F., Dangerous sexualities, 1987, AC] In this example, the verb can be interpreted as ‗pinpoint' and it is still possible to see the connection with physical grasping that has motivated the extended use of grasp. The usages of grasp illustrated by examples (6) through to (8) may seem to be somewhat peripheral with respect to a central semantic feature of the verb. It is, however, possible to motivate their presence among the usages of grasp because they are all in one way or another related to physical grasping. In the same vein as Wittgenstein [1953] formulated his theory of family resemblances within noun categories, the philosopher John Austin [Lakoff 1987: 18] thought of word usages as forming a category, similar to that described by Wittgenstein, around a primary nuclear usage. According to this view, the different usages can be said to constitute a category not because they share properties but because they are related to each other in specifiable ways. In other words, elements of the situations depicted in examples (6) through to (8) have been seen as somehow related to elements of physical grasping and those relationships motivate the extended use of grasp. Still, there is a strong possibility that these usages cannot be said to be distinctly separated in the minds of language users, that is, as conventionalised. They are rather to be regarded as variations dependent on context and background knowledge for their interpretation [see, e.g., Tyler & Evans 2003 ]. It could be argued that because grasp displays such a wide range of non-physical usages, mental usages included (see also 2.2.1.3 below), and incorporates so many different extensions from the physical act, it should be considered a complicated verb [cf. Pickering & Frisson 2001: 557] with many facets that need to be taken into account. It is more probable, however, that grasp as such can be regarded as semantically quite simple and that it is this simplicity that makes the many extensions possible. From this perspective, the different usages can be seen as forming a network of usages emanating from the verb's suggested central feature.
In the data there are another four cases where the use of grasp is more puzzling. In example (9) the expression grasp the point has been used: (9) Trying to imagine Suede on Top Of The Pops, one pictures a mint conditionMorris Minor Traveller (with the wooden bits on the window frames) in a stock car race comprised of BMW 320s or some other Yuppie-scum-sucking vehicle of that nature. That doesn't really grasp the point, but it sets Bernard off on another low-fi tirade against -jump up and down bands‖ becoming part of the mainstream and generally bringing the whole world down: […] [New Musical Express, 1992, MISC] Usually, this phrase means ‗understand', but the context does not support such an interpretation. Rather, it seems here that what the writer wants to express is that a problem has not been approached, described or illustrated in the right way. The use of this particular phrase in the context of (9) might be due to a simple mix-up or possibly the result of a specific jargon. In example (10) another fixed phrase has been used, grasp the situation:
(10) [The Holy Spirit] knows the varied and perplexing circumstances in which we are placed. And he helps -the very word in Greek is highly suggestive. It means he grasps the situation for us and with us. He frames the petitions in our lips; and he prays within us to the Father, with sighs too deep for words. In (10), however, this interpretation does not seem to be applicable. Instead, the context suggests that the grasping of the situation in this case has more to do with making something happen than with understanding something. It is also possible that the use of grasp in (10) is no more than an instance of the verb being used in the wrong way, that is, an involuntary error on the part of the writer.
Sentence (12) contains the expression grasp an appreciation, which at first sight does not seem to make sense: 6 (12) The song is but brief, and perhaps an appreciation of Kerman's penetrating, if occasionally purple, dissection and minute analysis would have been much easier to grasp had all the music been reproduced. [Early Music, 1993, AC] A Google search, however, resulted in 749 hits for grasp/grasping/grasped an appreciation, predominantly on American web-sites. 7 Considering the examples found, the expression appears to have two different interpretations, ‗understand' and ‗appreciate, value', the latter of which seems to be the most appropriate in the context of (12).
Finally, example (13) Here, the use of grasp might be a case of mental grasping, that is, ‗understand' (see 2.2.1.3 below), but it looks as if the context calls for a more complex interpretation consisting of more than one layer, where the vision is first interpreted, pondered over and adopted by Dr Carey who then introduces it to the local church where it is implemented. Again, this is an expression that does not appear to make sense, but there are actually between two and three hundred instances of different forms of grasp a/the vision for on the Internet. Mental grasping constitutes the largest part of the data analysed on grasp (about 48%) and the most frequent usage is ‗understand'. The earliest attested example of this usage, according to the OED, appeared approximately three hundred years later than the original act of physical grasping. Conceptual mappings from physical or perceptual domains to mental ones are frequent in many languages [see, e.g., Sweetser 1984 [see, e.g., Sweetser , 1987 [see, e.g., Sweetser , 1990 ]. Within cognitive linguistics the human body and its functions are seen as providing a frame for humans to conceptualise and organise the world around them [e.g. Johnson 1987] . Hence, it is a fairly small step from accessing something by physically grasping it with one's hands to getting mental access to something by grasping it with one's brain, that is, understanding it. In this instance, then, the development of grasp over the centuries can be regarded as a natural process, linguistically and conceptually. It is also likely that a high degree of entrenchment [Langacker 1987 ] could speed up the process of semantic change. In other words, a possible development is that because grasp is used so often as a mental verb the result could be that it will be used even more within the mental domain. In total, there are 688 examples (or just below 46% of the data as a whole) of the usage ‗understand', for instance: Hence, it does not seem to be the case that a human grasper is necessary for grasp to be used in this extended way. However, the examples found in the corpus involve animals which are usually regarded as quite intelligent, as explicitly stated in (16). Even though the data is not extensive enough to draw any definite conclusions, it therefore seems as if intelligence were a prerequisite for the usage ‗understand' to be extended into the animal realm. In the case of the chimp in (17), its ability to use its hands in the same way as a human is a further motivation for this extended use of grasp.
In addition to cases where grasp is interpreted as ‗understand', there are examples with similar but not exactly the same meaning, as illustrated by the following:
(18) Corbett nodded understandingly while he concentrated on listing a sequence of events surrounding the Scottish King's death. There was something wrong, very wrong but he could not grasp it. [Doherly, P.C., Crown in darkness, 1991, FIC] In this example, grasp can of course be interpreted as ‗understand', but equally well as ‗put one's finger on'. The choice of one interpretation instead of the other appears to be one of nuance. Sentences (19) and (20) [Jäkel 1995: 199] , THE MIND IS A BODY [Sweetser 1990; Lakoff & Johnson 1999] and THE MIND IS A CONTAINER [Gibbs 1994: 162] are given expression in (19): every detail is grasped and that knowledge is held tight in memory.
In the same way as a physical entity can be shelved and later brought out when needed, it should be possible to access knowledge again once it has been stored in memory. [Joseph, J., Persephone, 1986, FIC] Sentence (21), in which grasp is best interpreted as ‗retrieve', shows that it is not always the case that it is possible to recall pieces of knowledge. Just as it sometimes happens that physical entities are mislaid, things once learned may also be lost, that is, forgotten.
In addition to sentence (20) above, there are other sentences where it could be argued that grasp should be interpreted as ‗learn'. Sentences (22) Since lexemes such as lesson and know-how belong to the domains of knowledge and learning, the contexts in these two examples also make the interpretation of grasp as ‗learn' plausible. The difference between learning and understanding is a minor one and the two concepts are intimately intertwined: learning something generally includes understanding it and vice versa. The following sentences exemplify contexts where grasp can be interpreted as either ‗understand' or ‗learn': Again, because of the close relationship between understanding and learning, as regards these and other sentences of the same kind, it is difficult, and perhaps not necessary, to decide on only one interpretation of grasp. Fuzzy edges and overlap between usages are common features of language.
Other examples involve grasp expressing ‗acceptance', which is exemplified by sentences (26) through to (28):
(26) [… the great truth] which the Church still finds so hard to grasp, namely that God does indeed throw his largesse to all and sundry. [Dennis, T., Lo and behold!, 1991, MISC] (27) Howard is still a little jealous of his authority, hasn't yet quite grasped the new set-up since my Ministry was established. [Forbes, C., Shockwave, 1990, FIC] (28) I should hate him, only it seems so unreal sometimes, as though none of it ever happened. I know it did, but sometimes I can't grasp the reality. [Richmond, E., A stranger's trust, 1991, FIC]
To a great extent, ‗accept' and ‗understand' are concepts to which the same mental processes are applied. Hence, the boundary between them is very fine. Considering the contexts, however, especially in (26) and (27), it seems as if the acceptance involves a certain amount of reluctance.
There are also a small number of sentences in the data where it appears to be possible to interpret grasp as some kind of perception, as is illustrated by sentence (29):
(29) An audience listens to music, not to words (in fact, especially in choral music, the words are frequently indistinguishable, or so difficult to grasp that listeners ignore them). [Brindle Smith, R., Musical composition, 1986, AC] In the sentence above, a plausible interpretation of grasp is ‗hear' or ‗discern'. Other examples include visual and tactile perception. It could perhaps be argued that mental grasping is not the best categorisation for such examples. The decision is motivated by the fact that both perception and understanding are cognitive faculties and the former usually leads to the latter. According to the modality hierarchy proposed by Viberg [1984: 136] , the path for semantic extensions of sense modalities commonly go from sight and hearing to touch, whereas sentence (29) seems to indicate an extension in the reverse direction. It is very likely, however, that examples such as (29) are isolated off-the-cuff cases. For all the various mental usages of grasp discussed here, the situation is the same as for the extended nonphysical usages in that they are highly dependent on the surrounding context for their interpretation.
In addition to the extension from physical grasping performed with one's hands to mental grasping performed with one's brain, there are two examples where an image of physical grasping is used to further enhance the extended usage of ‗understand'.
(30) Every solid fact slipped out of Blanche's grasp as soon as she believed she grasped it. [Barnes, T., A midsummer killing, 1991, FIC] (31) No one fully understands the workings of these interlocking systems and we may forgive ourselves for having a sensation of something slipping through our fingers when we try to grasp them [...] [Cook, G., Discourse, 1992, MISC] Here, the phrases slipped out of Blanche's grasp in (30) and slipping through our fingers in (31), both instances of physical grasping, are used in combination with grasp as a mental verb. This clearly shows how the physical action of grasping something with one's hands has been extended to the mental action of grasping something with one's brain, that is, understanding it. Again, the examples in (30) and (31) can be seen as motivated by the IDEAS ARE OBJECTS metaphor [Lakoff & Johnson [1980] 2003]. This is further enhanced by the description of the facts in (31) as ‗solid'. It is also worth noting that grasp as ‗understand' often co-occurs with other words from the same semantic domain, for example, understand, know, comprehend, learn, memory and knowledge, as illustrated by (31) above and by the following sentences:
(32) And if we can learn more about their sensitivity to ultrasonic sounds, we may finally grasp how they can -know‖ that someone is approaching from a great distance. [Morris, D., Catlore, 1989, MISC] (33) […] form allows a sense of completeness in a work of art, one that can be grasped by us and held in our memories. [Brindle Smith, R., Musical composition, 1986, AC] In total, 724 examples (a little more than 48%) of various forms of mental grasping have been found in the corpus material.
In addition to the issues presented so far, the data provides yet another detail worth pointing out. When grasp is used for mental grasping the statements are often negative or express an amount of uncertainty: almost 39% of the examples of mental grasping contain such features, here exemplified by sentence (34). This can be compared with physical grasping where the corresponding figure does not reach 3% and other kinds of non-physical grasping with a figure just below 17%. Of course, this might be just a coincidence, a quirk in the corpus, but since the differences are quite considerable another explanation must be looked for. Unfortunately, the data available does not provide enough information for anything but guesses. It may be the case that physical grasping, an act which is quite simple and as such does not involve much effort, is considered more likely to reach a successful conclusion than is mental grasping. When grasping for an entity one usually ends up having it in one's hands. When one tries to understand something, on the other hand, it is not always the case that one succeeds and, in addition, the process of understanding often requires a certain amount of effort. This is also observed by Vanparys [1995: 22] who claims that grasp implies that the hearer might experience difficulties when trying to understand an utterance. Moreover, a connection between grasp and the understanding of difficult issues is sometimes mentioned in dictionaries as in, for example, the LDOCE where one definition of the verb is ‗to completely understand a fact or an idea, especially a complicated one' (emphasis added). Taking into account the number of statements with grasp expressing negation or uncertainty, it seems as if Vanparys' claim might hold true. However, the example sentence used by Vanparys (I grasped the main points of the speech), retrieved from his main data source the LDOCE, does not show convincingly enough that any difficulties in understanding are implied by the verb. Rather, implicatures of that sort, if any, appear to derive from the context, which supports a view that context has a major influence on the interpretation of words and sentences [see, e.g., Ide & Véronis 1998; Kemmer & Barlow 2000; Klein & Murphy 2001 , 2002 . In order to obtain more data for comparison, the BNC A-files, which contain about 14.6 million words, were search for instances of the verb understand. It turned out that 38% of the sentences with understand express either an inability to understand on behalf of the hearer or a degree of uncertainty concerning whether an understanding really has been reached. This figure corresponds very well with that for mental grasp (close to 39%) and could, thus, be taken as further evidence that the difficulties hearers might experience when they try to make sense of an utterance are intimately related to the process of understanding as such and not to individual verbs. However, more research on this subject will be needed before any definite conclusions can be drawn.
As is evident from the data retrieved from the BNC, grasp mainly appears in nonphysical usages, that is, usages that instantiate a more or less abstract situation. Johnson [1999: 157] suggests that the noun grasp is undergoing changes that make the literal use of the word (I don't have a firm grasp on the handle) seem less natural than the extended metaphorical use (I don't have a firm grasp on the issues). The same kind of change, Johnson states, has resulted in French comprendre ‗understand' developing a meaning separate from its Latin root comprehendere ‗seize ' [1999: 157] . The fact that grasp as a verb predominantly occurs in non-physical extended usages and especially in mental usages could be a sign that both forms of the word -noun as well as verb -are progressively losing connection with their concrete roots.
10 Semantic changes of this kind usually take a long time to become generally accepted in a linguistic community. Thus, it is more than likely that grasp, both as a verb and as a noun, will continue to be used in concrete as well as in abstract situations in the foreseeable future. As Tuggy puts it: -There is no hard and fast boundary that a form [of a word] needs to jump all at once: it can straddle the fence indefinitely, shifting its weight back and forth, before gradually moving more to one side than the other‖ [1993: 285] . However, Kemmer and Barlow [2000: x] observe that high frequency of a certain usage results in a higher degree of entrenchment. This means that the more often a word is used in a specific context the more likely it is to be used in the same way again [cf. Allwood 2003: 44] . Therefore, it can be concluded that the fact that grasp, at least as evidenced in the material retrieved from the BNC, is used as a mental verb expressing ‗understand' in almost half of the examples is an indication of semantic change. Moreover, it is possible that the high frequency of mental grasp will speed up the process of change even more.
Graspers
From the data it is evident that grasp is strongly associated with the use of hands, fingers or arms as well as the brain, as is also shown in Table 1 . It follows that the grasper should be human in some way. This is also confirmed by the figures in Table 2 in which the distribution of different graspers is presented: almost 95% of the data (1,427 instances) can be referred to the group of human graspers. Table 2 clearly shows that the overwhelming majority of graspers are either an individual or a group of people. This group constitutes more than 85% of the material, or 1,285 instances. The graspers are either explicitly named or referred to with nouns or pronouns, but equally, generic reference is also expressed (anyone, you, etc.). Sentences (35) and (36) The grasper need not always be explicitly mentioned but it can be inferred from the context that it is a human. In such cases, the sentence usually receives a generic reading, as exemplified by sentence (37):
(37) Definitions are sometimes hard to grasp on first reading. [Allenby, R.B.J.T., Rings, fields and groups: an introduction to abstract algebra, 1989, AC]
When it comes to organisations viewed as graspers, the material display a very low rate: organisations appear in less than 5% of the data.
(38) I suspect that Microsoft has been reluctant to grasp the virus nettle […] [What personal computer: the ultimate guide to choosing and using, 1993, MISC]
(39) But, in general, clubs seem incapable of grasping an elementary fact that cynicism is rife among an ever-increasing number of people who believe that many players are overpaid, overrated and out of touch. [The Liverpool Echo & Daily Post, 1993, NEWS] In cases such as these, the grasper is not human per se but is ultimately made up of humans. The organisations function as metonyms for the humans they represent and the ability of human beings to grasp with their hands or with their minds is thus transferred to the organisations. The fact that body parts often function as metonymic substitutes for humans is a wellknown feature of language (e.g. head of the department, All hands on deck! or We need a pair of strong arms here). Depending on what aspect of a person is in focus, different body parts are used metonymically. Kövecses maintains that -[w]hen we are concerned with intellectual abilities, we use the head; when we are interested in certain physical aspects of the person, we use the hand‖ [2006: 110] . Consequently, it is not surprising that body parts also appear as graspers in some of the data analysed (seventy-two instances or almost 5%). Since grasp is so strongly associated with the use of one's hands or fingers, it is perhaps more surprising that the examples of body parts as graspers are so few. A possible explanation is provided by Langacker, who states that we think of the world as being populated by people and objects, not by their parts; and when we do focus on a part, the person or object as a whole is generally invoked as a reference point for its characterization. In this sense the whole has special cognitive salience that makes it a preferred candidate for explicit linguistic coding. [Langacker 1991: 455] It may also be the case, Langacker continues, that the body part used does not need to be explicitly specified since some verbs activate -a cognitive domain (the conception of a familiar process) that intrinsically specifies the nature of the subject's involvement‖ [1991: 455] . Sentences (40) and (41) Apart from example (41), which must be considered an instance of non-physical grasping, most sentences with a body part as the grasper refer to physical grasping, with hand as the predominantly used lexeme (forty-three out of seventy-two instances). Using a body part instead of a human grasper can be seen as an example of the phenomenon active zone as introduced by Langacker: -Those facets of an entity which participate most directly in a relation are referred to as its active zone with respect to that relation‖ [1991: 454, bold print in original] . In the same fashion, Kövecses argues that the active zone phenomenon is -[a]n interesting special case of the whole thing for part of the thing metonymy‖ [2006: 100] . When grasp is used as ‗understand', the grasper is sometimes described with references made to the human brain:
(42) […] but her conventional mind could not grasp that a thing so often impure, can be made absolutely and perfectly pure. [Thomas, R.G., Edward Thomas: a portrait, 1987, MISC] (43) -Facts‖ do not just exist, they have to be grasped by the intellect, using a conceptual framework. [Bocock, R., Freud and modern society, 1991, AC] This usage is an example of the body part for the person metonymy: the brain, which is used for understanding, replaces the human as the active part in this particular act of grasping. This is also in line with Kövecses' [2006: 110] statement that the head is often used to describe intellectual abilities. There are only sixteen examples of graspers where reference is made to the brain or the like, but they are nonetheless interesting as illustrations of how physical grasping with one's hand has been extended to cover mental grasping with one's brain, with the brain explicitly placed in the role of the grasper.
Close to the typical human grasper are those examples where other primates figure as the grasper. Just like humans, they are able to grasp with their hands. Similarly, the talons of a bird can grasp in much the same way as the hands of humans. Sentences (44) and (45) Examples with other animals often involve the mouth or jaws as the instrument of grasping or the use of some body part in a way similar to that of a human hand. In approximately every sixth or seventh sentence with a non-human grasper, there is an animal body part appearing in the role of the grasper. Just as is the case with gather, this body part can be seen as standing metonymically for the animal as a whole. In total, non-human graspers represent 3% (fortyfive instances) of the data.
It could be seen as somewhat surprising that both inanimate and abstract entities appear as the grasper. Inanimate entities occur six times in the material analysed and abstract entities as graspers account for another twenty-seven instances. Since neither inanimate nor abstract entities have the ability to grasp anything, either physically or mentally, all these cases exemplify graspers that have been ascribed human qualities. In other words, they have been In example (46), the resemblance between the activity performed by the grasper and that of a human hand is obvious: they are both actions involving taking hold of something and holding it tight, a fact which makes the link to the physical action logical. It is also possible that the use of the lexeme claw may have influenced the choice of verb. In sentence (47), the camera has been assigned the human property of being able to catch something and keep hold of it. Moreover, there is usually a human being behind the camera deciding in what direction to point it. Hence, (47) can be seen as containing an implicit human as the actual grasper with the camera being the instrument used.
Sentences with abstract entities as graspers can be divided into two different groups depending on the interpretation of grasp: extensions from physical grasping and extensions from mental grasping, as shown in sentences (48) and (49) respectively: (48) They applauded the attempt to cross the sectarian divide to stress the problems common to members of the working-class in both communities. However, they felt that this did not grasp the nettle of community division and conflict […] [Lovett, T., Radical approaches to adult education: a reader, 1988, AC] (49) The predilection in established forms of leftist media analysis for unravelling hidden agendas has proved incapable of grasping the dynamics of the new situation. [Marxism Today, 1990, MISC] These examples involve an abstract entity which has been given the human characteristics of being able to deal with a difficult situation and the ability to understand. As is the case for (48) above, it could be argued that the actual grasper in (48) as well as in (49) is human (a group of people) and that the abstract graspers are only metonymic substitutes. Common to both groups with abstract entities as graspers is that the grasper can be quite elaborate and complex.
Graspees
There is a small group of examples in the material where grasp seems to be used intransitively, that is, no graspee is explicitly mentioned: However, there is an implicit graspee conceptually present in these sentences. Whether it be physical or mental grasping, one does not simply grasp, one has to grasp something. In Table  3 , the overall distribution of different graspees is presented. The figures for concrete and abstract graspees correspond well with the proportion of physical usages to non-physical (mental included) usages shown in Table 1 Since abstractions are by nature ungraspable, that is, they cannot be physically held with one's hands, in examples such as (54) and (55) grasp is used in a non-physical way. The material on grasp does not contain many high-frequency collocations, the only two are grasp the opportunity (fifty-six tokens; see (3) above) and grasp the nettle (sixty tokens; see (4) above). In addition to the nettle there are other examples where the graspees undoubtedly are concrete entities but used in a non-physical extended way, for example, sentence (56) The expression in (56) metaphorically symbolises the king's taking control of government in the same way as a rider or a coachman takes control of the horse(s) by grasping the reins. So, rather than being explained by a high number of frequent collocations in combination with a fairly high occurrence of mental usages, the fact that most graspees are abstract is mainly the result of the existence of mental grasping (see 2.2.1.3 above), which accounts for almost half of the examples found. Abstractness is a characteristic that all entities processed mentally have in common.
Conclusion
Generally, as is suggested by the data, grasp can be said to mean (i) ‗to take hold of something' and (ii) ‗to understand something'. Grasping is usually done with the use of one's hands or the like and in the extended usage of (ii) with one's brain. ‗Grasp and hold' is a feature that seems to be common to all the various usages of grasp, which might be an indication that the feature could be seen as central to the semantics of the verb. The extended mental usage of grasp, where the brain is used as the instrument for grasping, is a conceptual mapping common in many languages motivated by metaphors such as IDEAS ARE OBJECTS [Lakoff & Johnson [1980] 2003] and THE MIND IS A BODY [Sweetser 1990; Lakoff & Johnson 1999] . Physical grasping, where graspers use their hands, fingers or arms to grasp a (usually) concrete graspee and hold it firmly, accounts for approximately 37% of the data, whereas non-physical grasping other than mental is represented in a further 15% of the examples. The only two specific collocations with grasp that occur to any greater extent in the data are grasp the opportunity and grasp the nettle.
It is thus mental grasping that has the highest frequency in the material of the three main usage groups. The largest usage within mental grasping is ‗understand' and this is also the single most frequent usage of grasp. Besides ‗understand', grasp as a mental verb can be interpreted in a number of other ways that are similar in meaning but not exactly the same as understanding. Even though almost all the examples of mental grasping have a human grasper, there are a few with an animal in that role. Since the animals in question are usually regarded as quite intelligent, the data suggests that intelligence might be a prerequisite for grasp to be interpreted as ‗understand'.
Typically, graspers are human. This is the case in almost 95% of the data. Most commonly, human graspers are individuals or groups of people, but there are also examples where body parts function as metonymic substitutes for human graspers.
Considering how grasping is generally carried out, a typical graspee should be a concrete entity of some sort. However, concrete entities only make up just over 42% of the graspees. Most graspees are instead abstract, either abstract entities/concepts or elaborate clauses. This is explained by the high frequency of mental grasping. In such cases, the graspees cannot, of course, be concrete entities.
To conclude, grasp appears to have a central feature, ‗grasp and hold', which is present in all usages, concrete as well as extended. Mental grasping accounts for close to 48% of the examples. Grasp can thus be said to be readily extended into the mental domain. So much, in fact, that ‗understand' is the single largest usage found in the data as a whole. Since, according to the OED, the concrete action predates the mental one with approximately threehundred years, the extension seems to be motivated by similarities perceived between, on the one hand, grasping a physical entity in order to both hold it and examine it and, on the other, grasping a fact in order to understand it. This understanding is achieved by -holding‖ the fact in one's mind and -examining‖ it. Given that grasp appears in many various usages in the data, the analysis suggests that the semantic simplicity of the verb might be a factor that facilitates extended usages, especially into the mental domain.
